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METHOD AND APPARATUS TO VIRTUALIZE REMOTE COPY PAIR IN
THREE DATA CENTER CONFIGURATION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to active-active high availability

(HA) storage systems and remote copy systems and, more particularly, to

method and apparatus to virtualize remote copy pair in three data center

configuration.

[0002] U.S. Patent No. 7,529,950 discloses remote copy processing

and, more specifically, journal technology to assure data consistency in a

remote copy system. US 201 1/0066801 discloses a cluster storage system

having quorum disk. The system is an active-active HA storage system.

When the communication path failure between the storage systems occurs, it

determines which storage system continues processing by using lock disk

(i.e., quorum disk). U.S. Patent No. 8,578,204 discloses a cluster storage

system having witness software, which is used instead of the quorum disk. In

the case of the quorum disk, the storage systems execute arbitration

processing. In the case of the witness software, the witness software

accesses the storage systems and determines which storage system

continues processing. The basic theory or concept, however, is same. U.S.

Patent No. 7,373,470 discloses a three data center remote copy system as a

multi-target remote copy system. The first volume in first storage system is

copied to the second volume in second storage system synchronously. The

first volume is copied to the third volume in third storage system

asynchronously. Each volume has a different volume ID. The server storing

the data in the storage recognizes the three storage systems.



[0003] For remote copy of the data stored in an active-active HA

storage system, the physical system configuration will be the same as the

multi-target remote copy system. The first volume and second volume have

the same ID in the active-active HA storage system and the server recognizes

them as one volume. It is called virtual volume. The server should recognize

one remote copy pair from the virtual volume to copy destination volume in

third storage system. However, there are two remote copy pairs physically.

Hence, with different remote copy pair IDs, two remote copy pair statuses will

be reported to the server. For the server, clustering software such as a SRM

(Site Recovery Manager) or traditional script cannot control and operate the

remote copy system correctly.

[0004] The traditional multi-target remote copy system does not provide

active-active features. The server can have access to only a first volume.

When the first volume or first storage system failure occurs, the server,

clustering software or script recognizes it and executes fail-over processing to

the second storage system. The server can change the remote copy status

between the second storage system and the third storage system from

standby to active. However, in an active-active configuration, 10

(Input/Output) from the server is not rejected after the first storage system

failure. The 10 is processed in the second storage system. Thus, there is no

chance to change the remote copy pair status because the server cannot

recognize the failure. This causes suspension of the remote copy data

protection.



BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Exemplary embodiments of the invention provide ways to

virtualize remote copy pair in a three data center configuration and, more

specifically, for remote copy of the data stored in an active-active HA storage

system. Specific embodiments further automate activation of the standby

remote copy pair when failure occurs for the regular remote copy pair. By

using this invention, clustering software such as a SRM (Site Recovery

Manager) or traditional script can be adapted to the remote copy of active-

active HA storage system.

[0006] In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, a

computer system comprises: a first storage system including a first storage

device and a first controller being configured to manage a first volume, whose

storage area corresponds to a storage area of the first storage device, with a

first internal volume identifier, and to provide the first volume with a given first

virtual volume identifier to a server; and a second storage system including a

second storage device and a second controller being configured to manage a

second volume, whose storage area corresponds to a storage area of the

second storage device, with a second internal volume identifier, and to

provide the second volume with the given first virtual volume identifier to the

server. The first storage system and the second storage system are coupled

to a third storage system including a third storage device and a third controller

being configured to manage a third volume whose storage area corresponds

to a storage area of the third storage device. The first controller in the first

storage system is configured to manage a first copy pair between the first

volume and the third volume with a first internal copy identifier, and to provide



a first copy pair with a given virtual copy pair identifier to the server. The

second controller in the second storage system is configured to manage a

second copy pair between the second volume and the third volume with a

second internal copy identifier, and to provide a second copy pair with the

given virtual copy pair identifier to the server.

[0007] In some embodiments, one of the first copy pair and the second

copy pair is a regular pair having an operation status, and the other of the first

copy pair and the second copy pair is a standby pair having a standby status.

In response to a write command to one of the first volume and the second

volume, data of the write command that is copied from the one of the first

volume and the second volume receiving the write command to the other one

of the first volume and the second volume. Data of the write command is

copied to the third volume by the regular pair.

[0008] In specific embodiments, one of the first copy pair and the

second copy pair is a regular pair having an operation status, and the other of

the first copy pair and the second copy pair is a standby pair having a standby

status. The third controller is configured to create the standby pair using the

given virtual copy pair identifier, the given virtual copy pair identifier being

provided by the first internal copy identifier or the second internal copy

identifier of the regular pair or the given virtual copy pair identifier of the

regular pair.

[0009] In some embodiments, one of the first copy pair and the second

copy pair is a regular pair having an operation status, and the other of the first

copy pair and the second copy pair is a standby pair having a standby status.

When copy operation of the regular pair is disenable, the standby pair is



resynchronized to resynchronize data of the standby pair. After the standby

pair is resynchronized, the standby pair is changed from the standby status to

the operation status to take over the operation status of the regular pair.

[0010] In specific embodiments, the first volume and the second

volume form a high availability pair. The first copy pair is the regular pair and

the second copy pair is the standby pair. Upon receipt of a notification of

failure of resource relating to the first copy pair from the first storage system,

the second controller of the second storage system is configured to suspend

the high availability pair between the first volume and the second volume, and

then resynchronize the standby pair.

[0011] In some embodiments, the first volume and the second volume

form a high availability pair. The first copy pair is the regular pair and the

second copy pair is the standby pair. If the high availability pair of the first

volume and the second volume is suspended and the second controller of the

second storage system changes a high availability pair status of the second

volume to suspend status and makes the second volume being able to

execute a request from a server, the second controller of the second storage

system is configured to resynchronize the standby pair.

[0012] In specific embodiments, the first volume and the second

volume form a high availability pair. The first copy pair is the regular pair and

the second copy pair is the standby pair. Upon receipt of a notification of

failure of resource relating to the first copy pair from the first storage system,

the second controller of the second storage system is configured to suspend

the high availability pair of the first volume and the second volume, and

obtains a sequence number which is stored in the first storage system to



ensure data consistency for copying data to the third storage system, and

resynchronize the standby copy pair.

[0013] In some embodiments, the first volume and the second volume

form a high availability pair. The first copy pair is the regular pair and the

second copy pair is the standby pair. Upon receipt of a notification of failure

of resource relating to the first copy pair from the first storage system, the

second controller of the second storage system obtains a sequence number

which is stored in the first storage system to ensure data consistency for

copying data to the third storage system, and resynchronize the standby copy

pair.

[0014] In specific embodiments, in creating the first copy pair between

the first volume and the third volume, when the first volume and the second

volume have formed a high availability pair, the first copy pair is created as a

regular pair having an operation status and the second copy pair is created as

a standby pair having a standby status.

[0015] In some embodiments, in creating the first volume and the

second volume as a high availability pair, when the first volume and the third

volume have formed the first copy pair, the first copy pair is a regular pair

having an operation status and the second copy pair is created as a standby

pair having a standby status.

[0016] In specific embodiments, upon receiving a pair operation

command by the first storage system, the first controller is configured to:

execute the pair operation command for the first copy pair if the first copy pair

is a regular pair having an operation status; and transfer the pair operation

command to the second storage system to be executed by the second



controller for the second copy pair if the first copy pair is a standby pair having

a standby status.

[0017] In some embodiments, if the first copy pair is the regular pair

having the operation status, and if a copy pair status of the first copy pair is

SUSPEND(E) indicating suspension of copying between the first volume and

the third volume in the first copy pair, and if the second copy pair which is a

standby pair having a standby status can take over the copying to the third

volume, the a result of the pair operation command is changed as the copy

pair status of the first copy pair from SUSPEND(E) to PAIR indicating

takeover of the copying by the second copy pair. If the first copy pair is the

standby pair having the standby status, and if a copy pair status of the second

copy pair is SUSPEND(E) indicating suspension of copying between the

second volume and the third volume in the second copy pair, and if the first

copy pair can take over the copying to the third volume, a result of the pair

operation command is changed as the copy pair status of the second copy

pair from SUSPEND(E) to PAIR indicating takeover of the copying by the first

copy pair.

[0018] In specific embodiments, the first controller is configured, in

response to a write request from the server to the first storage system, to:

determine whether the first volume of the high availability pair has a VALID

status indicating the first volume of the high availability pair has newest data

as compared to the second volume, or an INVALID status; if the first volume

has an INVALID status, send an error message to the server; and if the first

volume has a VALID status, execute the write request to the first volume

which is the target of the write request, record a write address of executing



the write request in a differential bitmap of the high availability pair, and if a

copy pair status of the first copy pair between the first volume and the third

volume is SUSPEND, then record in the first storage system the write address

in the differential bitmap of remote copy of data of the write request to the

third storage system, and if the copy pair status of the first copy pair is PAIR

or COPY, then obtain the sequence number which is stored in the first storage

system and increment the sequence number, and create a journal and store

the journal in a first journal volume of the first storage system.

[0019] Another aspect of the invention is directed to a method of

managing a computer system which includes a first storage system having a

first storage device and a first controller for managing a first volume, a second

storage system having a second storage device and a second controller for

managing a second volume, and a third storage system having a third storage

device and a third controller. The method comprises: managing the first

volume, whose storage area corresponds to a storage area of the first storage

device, with a first internal volume identifier, and providing the first volume

with a given first virtual volume identifier to a server; managing the second

volume, whose storage area corresponds to a storage area of the second

storage device, with a second internal volume identifier, and to provide the

second volume with the given first virtual volume identifier to the server;

managing the third volume whose storage area corresponds to a storage area

of the third storage device; managing a first copy pair between the first

volume and the third volume with a first internal copy identifier, and providing

a first copy pair with a given virtual copy pair identifier to the server; and

managing a second copy pair between the second volume and the third



volume with a second internal copy identifier, and providing a second copy

pair with the given virtual copy pair identifier to the server.

[0020] These and other features and advantages of the present

invention will become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of

the following detailed description of the specific embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a hardware configuration of a

computer system in which the method and apparatus of the invention may be

applied.

[0022] FIG. 2 illustrates additional examples of a hardware

configuration of a computer system in which the method and apparatus of the

invention may be applied.

[0023] FIG. 3 shows an example of the server.

[0024] FIG. 4 shows an example of the storage.

[0025] FIG. 5 shows an example of a control information unit in the

memory of the storage system.

[0026] FIG. 6 shows an example of a program unit in the memory of the

storage system.

[0027] FIG. 7 shows examples of the volume table.

[0028] FIG. 8 shows examples of the HA pair table.

[0029] FIG. 9 shows examples of the remote copy pair table.

[0030] FIG. 10 shows an example of the remote copy pair table in the

remote storage(R).

[0031] FIG. 11 is an example of the remote copy group table.



[0032] FIG. 12 shows an example of the HA group table.

[0033] FIG. 13 is a flow diagram illustrating an example of the process

of the standby pair creation program.

[0034] Fig. 14 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of

automated standby pair creation processing in which the regular remote copy

pair is created after the HA pair creation.

[0035] Fig. 15 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of

automated standby pair creation processing in which the HA pair is created

after the remote copy pair creation.

[0036] FIG. 16 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the pair operation program which is executed in the primary

storage(P) or local storage(L).

[0037] FIG. 17 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the pair operation program which is executed in the storage(R).

[0038] FIG. 18 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the failure suspend program executed in the storage(L).

[0039] FIG. 19 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the source resync program which is executed in the storage(L).

[0040] FIG. 20 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the target resync program which is executed in the storage(R).

[0041] FIG. 2 1 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the failure detection program in the storage(P) and the storage(L).

[0042] FIG. 22 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the HA suspend program.



[0043] FIG. 23 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the write program checking the 10 pending flag which is set by the

HA suspend program.

[0044] FIG. 24 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the mirror program.

[0045] FIG. 25 shows a flow diagram illustrating another example of the

process of the failure detection program which is executed in the storage(L).

[0046] FIG. 26 shows a flow diagram illustrating another example of the

process of the write program.

[0047] FIG. 27 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the mirror program (2).

[0048] FIG. 28 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the mirror program (3).

[0049] FIG. 29 shows a flow diagram illustrating another example of the

process of the source resync program.

[0050] FIG. 30 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the mirror program (4).

[0051] FIG. 3 1 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the mirror program (5).

[0052] FIG. 32 illustrates the state just after the regular remote copy

pair status is changed to SUSPEND(E) by the failure.

[0053] FIG. 33 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the pair status change program in order to report PAIR status to

the server.



[0054] FIG. 34 illustrates another example of a hardware configuration

of a computer system in which the method and apparatus of the invention

may be applied.

[0055] FIG. 35 shows an example of a management server mirror ID

table.

[0056] FIG. 36 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of a management server remote copy pair creation program which

creates the standby remote copy pair automatically when the remote copy

pair is created.

[0057] FIG. 37 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of a management server HA pair creation program which creates the

standby remote copy pair automatically when the HA pair is created.

[0058] FIG. 38 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of a management server pair operation program which identifies the

storage having regular remote copy pair and issues the remote copy pair

operation command to the identified storage.

[0059] FIG. 39 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of a monitor program which monitors storage status change and

issues HA pair suspend command or resync command for standby remote

copy pair.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0060] In the following detailed description of the invention, reference is

made to the accompanying drawings which form a part of the disclosure, and

in which are shown by way of illustration, and not of limitation, exemplary



embodiments by which the invention may be practiced. In the drawings, like

numerals describe substantially similar components throughout the several

views. Further, it should be noted that while the detailed description provides

various exemplary embodiments, as described below and as illustrated in the

drawings, the present invention is not limited to the embodiments described

and illustrated herein, but can extend to other embodiments, as would be

known or as would become known to those skilled in the art. Reference in the

specification to "one embodiment," "this embodiment," or "these

embodiments" means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic

described in connection with the embodiment is included in at least one

embodiment of the invention, and the appearances of these phrases in

various places in the specification are not necessarily all referring to the same

embodiment. Additionally, in the following detailed description, numerous

specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of

the present invention. However, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in

the art that these specific details may not all be needed to practice the present

invention. In other circumstances, well-known structures, materials, circuits,

processes and interfaces have not been described in detail, and/or may be

illustrated in block diagram form, so as to not unnecessarily obscure the

present invention.

[0061] Furthermore, some portions of the detailed description that

follow are presented in terms of algorithms and symbolic representations of

operations within a computer. These algorithmic descriptions and symbolic

representations are the means used by those skilled in the data processing

arts to most effectively convey the essence of their innovations to others



skilled in the art. An algorithm is a series of defined steps leading to a desired

end state or result. In the present invention, the steps carried out require

physical manipulations of tangible quantities for achieving a tangible result.

Usually, though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or

magnetic signals or instructions capable of being stored, transferred,

combined, compared, and otherwise manipulated. It has proven convenient

at times, principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as

bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers, instructions, or

the like. It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and similar

terms are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are

merely convenient labels applied to these quantities. Unless specifically

stated otherwise, as apparent from the following discussion, it is appreciated

that throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such as

"processing," "computing," "calculating," "determining," "displaying," or the like,

can include the actions and processes of a computer system or other

information processing device that manipulates and transforms data

represented as physical (electronic) quantities within the computer system's

registers and memories into other data similarly represented as physical

quantities within the computer system's memories or registers or other

information storage, transmission or display devices.

[0062] The present invention also relates to an apparatus for

performing the operations herein. This apparatus may be specially

constructed for the required purposes, or it may include one or more general-

purpose computers selectively activated or reconfigured by one or more

computer programs. Such computer programs may be stored in a computer-



readable storage medium including non-transitory medium, such as, but not

limited to optical disks, magnetic disks, read-only memories, random access

memories, solid state devices and drives, or any other types of media suitable

for storing electronic information. The algorithms and displays presented

herein are not inherently related to any particular computer or other

apparatus. Various general-purpose systems may be used with programs

and modules in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove

convenient to construct a more specialized apparatus to perform desired

method steps. In addition, the present invention is not described with

reference to any particular programming language. It will be appreciated that

a variety of programming languages may be used to implement the teachings

of the invention as described herein. The instructions of the programming

language(s) may be executed by one or more processing devices, e.g.,

central processing units (CPUs), processors, or controllers.

[0063] Exemplary embodiments of the invention, as will be described in

greater detail below, provide apparatuses, methods and computer programs

for virtualizing remote copy pair in three data center configuration.

[0064] In the following, the processing will be described while a

"program" is handled as a subject in some cases. In the case in which the

program is executed by a processor, the predetermined processing is

executed. Consequently, a subject of a processing can also be a processor.

The processing that is disclosed while a program is handled as a subject can

also be a processing that is executed by a processor that executes the

program or an apparatus that is provided with the processor (for instance, a

control device, a controller, and a storage system). Moreover, a part or a



whole of a processing that is executed when the processor executes a

program can also be executed by a hardware circuit as substitute for or in

addition to a processor.

[0065] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a hardware configuration of a

computer system in which the method and apparatus of the invention may be

applied. The computer system includes a server and storage systems 200a,

200b and 200c. The storage systems are connected with each other via a

network. In the example, the storages 200a and 200b constitute the active-

active HA storage system. The volumes in the storages 200a and 200b have

the same data and provide the data to the server. As such, the server

recognizes them as one volume. The server can issue commands to both of

the volumes. The data consistency is assured because written data is

replicated between the storages 200a and 200b. The third storage 200c is a

destination storage of remote copy for disaster recovery. There are two

remote copy pairs physically. One of them is active and another is standby.

The active remote copy pair copies the data to the storage 200c. Thus, the

amount of the data transferred is not duplicated. In this disclosure, the first

storage 200a is called storage(P:primary), the second storage 200b is called

storage(L:local), and the third storage 200c is called storage(R:remote).

[0066] FIG. 2 illustrates additional examples of a hardware

configuration of a computer system in which the method and apparatus of the

invention may be applied. In the computer system on the left side, a quorum

storage system 200d has a quorum volume. The computer system on the

right side has witness software in a second server 100a coupled to the first

and second storages 200a, 200b. In the active-active HA storage system, if



the communication path 300 failure occurs, both of the storages 200a and

200b cannot determine whether an 10 request from the server should be

processed or not. It means path failure causes shutdown of the computer

system. The quorum disk or witness technology is used to avoid the situation.

After the path failure, the storages 200a and 200b access the quorum disk

and determine which storage continues the 10 processing, or the witness

technology is used to make the determination. In the left configuration, the

path between the storages and quorum disk should be separated from the

path between storages 200a and 200b physically. In the right configuration,

the second server 100a is coupled with the storages 200a, 200b via paths that

independent from the paths for the first server 100.

[0067] FIG. 3 shows an example of the server. The server 100 has OS

(Operating System) 101, processor 102, DRAM 103, server control

information 104, application 105, server program 106, multi path software

107, and storage l/F (interface) 108. The server 100 provides service by

executing an OS and applications such as a database system. The data

processed by the database system is stored in the storage system 200. The

server 100 is coupled to the storage system 200 via a network 110.

[0068] FIG. 4 shows an example of the storage 200 (200a, 200b or

200c). The storage system includes cache unit 201, storage l/F, processor

203, disk l/F 204, volume 205, disks 206, storage control information 207, and

storage program 208. The storage l/F 202 is coupled to the server 100 or

another storage via a network 110 or 300, and mediates communication with

the server 100 or another storage. The processor 203 executes a wide

variety of processing by executing a wide variety of programs that have been



stored into storage program 208. Moreover, the processor 203 executes a

wide variety of processing by using a wide variety of information that has been

stored into storage control information 207. The disk l/F 204 is coupled to at

least one HDD (Hard Disk Drive) 206 as an example of a physical storage

device via a bus. A volume 205 that is configured to manage data is

configured by at least one storage region of the HDD 206 for instance. The

physical storage device is not restricted to an HDD 206 and can also be an

SSD (Solid State Drive) or a DVD for instance. Moreover, at least one HDD

206 can be collected up in a unit of a parity group, and a high reliability

technique such as a RAID (Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks) can also

be used. The storage control information 207 stores a wide variety of

information used by a wide variety of programs. The storage program 208

stores a wide variety of programs, such as read processing program or write

processing program and so on. The cache unit 201 caches the data stored in

the HDD 206 for performance boost.

[0069] FIG. 5 shows an example of a control information unit in the

memory of the storage system (200a, 200b, 200c). The memory has control

information unit, program unit, and cache unit. The control information unit

includes volume table (FIG. 7), HA pair table (FIG. 8), remote copy pair table

(FIGS. 9 and 10), HA group table (FIG. 12), remote copy group table (FIG.

11). Details of the tables and programs are described below.

[0070] FIG. 6 shows an example of a program unit in the memory of the

storage system. The program unit includes standby pair creation program

(FIG. 13), remote copy pair creation program (FIG. 14), HA pair creation

program (FIG. 15), pair operation program (FIGS. 16 and 17), failure suspend



program (FIG. 18), failure detection program (FIGS. 2 1 and 25), HA suspend

program (FIG. 22), source resync program (FIGS. 19 and 29), target resync

program (FIG. 20), write program (FIGS. 23 and 26), and sequence number

program (FIG. 29). Details of these programs are described below.

[0071] FIG. 7 shows examples of the volume table. The volume table

has columns of Volume ID, internal ID, WWPN, and path status as attributes.

The volume ID is an identification to identify the volume in the system. The

internal ID is an identification to identify the volume in the storage system.

The internal volume ID for the PVOL may be referred to as a first internal

volume identifier of a first volume in a first storage system, and the internal

volume ID for the LVOL may be referred to as a second internal volume

identifier of a second volume in a second storage system. The storage

WWPN (World Wide Port Name) is a port name to identify the port uniquely.

The path status manages status of the path. Active means online and

passive means offline. In this example, the data of volume 1 is stored in

storage 200a and storage 200b for storage cluster. Write data to the volume

1 is replicated between these storage systems. The server has two paths.

One of them is connected to the storage 200a and has WWPN A . Another

path is connected to the storage 200b and has WWPN B.

[0072] FIG. 8 shows examples of the HA pair table. It includes an

example for the primary storage(P) and an example the local storage(L). The

HA pair table has columns of VOL ID (internal ID), pair storage, copy attribute,

pair VOL ID (internal ID), mirror ID, pair status, and valid flag. HA storage

constitutes HA pair which manages the relationship between source and

destination of HA replication. VOL ID is an internal volume ID to identify the



volume in the storage. The HA pair table in the storage(P) manages the

internal volume ID in the storage(P). The internal volume in the storage(P) is

called PVOL (primary volume). The HA pair table in the storage(L) manages

the internal volume ID in the storage(L). The internal volume in the storage(L)

is called LVOL (local volume). Pair storage manages the storage having pair

volume of HA pair. Copy attribute manages whether the volume specified by

the VOL ID is source or destination. Pair VOL ID is an internal volume ID to

identify the volume in the pair storage. Mirror ID is an identification to identify

the pair. Since one volume may have two or more pairs, the mirror ID is used

in order to distinguish a pair.

[0073] Pair status manages pair status of the HA pair. Basically,

mirror, copy, suspend(v), and suspend(i) are possible entries of the status.

Copy means that data is copied initially between volumes. Mirror means that

the initial copy is finished and write request from the server is replicated

between volumes. Suspend(v) means that replication is suspended and the

volume can execute the write request from the server "v" means valid.

Suspend(i) means that replication is suspended and the volume cannot

execute the write request from the server, "i" means invalid. When the

replication processing cannot be executed for the reason of path failure or the

like, the pair is suspended. In that case, one of the volumes will be

suspend(v) and the other will be suspend(i).

[0074] FIG. 9 shows examples of the remote copy pair table. It

includes an example for storage(P) and an example for of storage(L). The

remote copy pair table has columns of internal VOL ID, pair storage, copy

attribute, pair VOL ID (internal ID), mirror ID, virtual mirror ID, and pair status.



The meanings of VOL ID, pair storage, copy attribute and mirror ID are the

same as those in the HA pair table of FIG. 8 . Pair status manages pair status

of remote copy pair. Basically, PAIR, COPY, SUSPEND, SUSPEND(E) are

possible entries of the status. COPY means that data is copied initially

between volumes. PAIR means that the initial copy is finished and write

request from the server is replicated between volumes. SUSPEND means

that replication is suspended by operation and the volume can execute the

write request from the server. SUSPEND(E) means suspend status caused

by error. The control information to manage the temporally area for storing

transfer data can be managed in the remote copy pair table. The pair VOL ID

may be referred to as an internal copy identifier. FIG. 9 shows a first internal

copy identifier for the first storage system and a second internal copy identifier

for the second storage system. The virtual mirror ID is a virtualized mirror ID

and two remote copy pairs have the same virtual mirror ID. It is based on the

same concept as that for the volume ID in the volume table of FIG. 7. The

virtual mirror ID may be referred to as a virtual copy pair identifier. The server

recognizes only one remote copy pair due to the same virtual mirror ID.

[0075] FIG. 10 shows an example of the remote copy pair table in the

remote storage(R). It has similar columns and meanings as the examples of

FIG. 9.

[0076] FIG. 11 is an example of the remote copy group table. The

remote copy group is a unit of operation and consistency assurance for

remote copy. The remote copy group table has columns of remote copy

group ID, sequence number, VOL ID (internal ID), pair storage, and pair group

ID. The remote copy group ID is an identification to identify the remote copy



group in the storage. The sequence number is used to assure data

consistency. When the storage receives the write request from the server, the

storage obtains the sequence number and increments it. After the write data

is transferred to the destination storage of remote copy, the storage(R) writes

the write data to the destination volume in the order of the sequence number.

In so doing, the data consistency is assured in the storage(R). When the

remote copy transfers the data asynchronously, the sequence number is

needed for data consistency. The VOL ID manages the list of the volumes

included in the group specified by the remote copy group ID. The meaning of

the pair storage is the same as that of the pair storage in the remote copy pair

table of FIGS. 9 and 10. The pair group D is a remote copy group D to

identify the remote copy group in the pair storage.

[0077] FIG. 12 shows an example of the HA group table. This table

has columns of HA group ID, VOL ID (internal ID), pair storage, pair group ID,

and IO pending Flag. The meanings of HA group ID, VOL ID, pair storage,

and pair group ID are the same as those in the remote copy group table of

FIG. 11. The IO pending flag manages whether the volume included in the

group can execute the IO or not (yes if the IO pending flag is OFF). For

example, the IO request is suspended during the pair status change to assure

data consistency.

[0078] A. Virtualizinq Remote Copy Pair

[0079] FIG. 13 is a flow diagram illustrating an example of the process

of the standby pair creation program. This program creates a standby of

remote copy pair between storage(L) and storage(R). In step S100, the

program which is executed in the storage(L) receives a standby pair creation



command from the management server or server. This command includes

the internal volume IDs of the source volume and destination volume, mirror

ID, remote copy group IDs, and pair storage information. Then, the program

checks the condition(s) for standby pair creation (S101). The program

specifies the pair creation to the storage(R) (S102). Notified information at

step S100 are sent to the storage (R).

[0080] The standby pair creation program is executed in the storage(R)

to perform the following procedure. The program receives the pair creation

command from the storage(L) (S103) and checks the condition(s) for standby

pair creation in the storage(R) (S104). For example, completion of regular

pair creation between storage(P) and storage(R) is checked. Then the

program updates the remote copy pair table and remote copy group table

except for the virtual mirror ID field (S1 05). For the internal ID, pair storage,

pair VOL ID, and mirror ID in the remote copy pair table, the notified

information at step S103 is used. "Target" is stored in the copy attribute and

"standby" is stored in the pair status. For the remote copy group ID, internal

volume ID, pair storage, and pair group ID in the remote copy group table,

notified information at step S103 is used. The sequence number area is

initialized with "0". The program checks whether the regular pair has virtual

mirror ID or not (S106). If the result is "yes", the program progresses to step

S108. If the result is "no", the program copies the mirror ID of the regular pair

to the virtual mirror D field of the regular pair (S107). The process can be

realized because the storage(R) has regular pair information between

storage(P) and storage(R). To update the tables in the storage(P), the

program can notify the update to the storage(P). Next, the program copies



the virtual mirror ID of the regular pair to the virtual mirror ID of the standby

pair (S108). Then, the program sends the completion message with virtual

mirror ID to the storage(L) (S109).

[0081] The standby pair creation program which receives the

completion from the storage(R) updates the remote copy pair table and

remote copy group table (S1 10). For the internal ID, pair storage, pair VOL

ID, and mirror ID in the remote copy pair table, the notified information at step

S100 is used. "Source" is stored in the copy attribute and "standby" is stored

in the pair status. For the remote copy group ID, internal volume ID, pair

storage, and pair group ID in the remote copy group table, the notified

information at step S100 is used. The sequence number area is initialized

with "0". For the virtual mirror ID, the virtual mirror ID notified from the

storage(R) is stored in the virtual mirror ID field. Finally, the program

terminates the processing (S1 11).

[0082] Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show flow diagrams illustrating examples of

automated standby pair creation processing. In the standby pair creation

process of FIG. 13, the storage administrator or user has to recognize the

standby remote copy pair. When the regular remote copy pair is created after

the HA pair creation, the automated standby pair creation method in FIG. 14

is executed. When the HA pair is created after the remote copy pair creation,

the automated standby pair creation method in FIG. 15 is executed.

[0083] In FIG. 14 (the regular remote copy pair is created after the HA

pair creation), the remote copy pair creation program in storage(P) receives a

remote copy pair creation command (S200). This command includes the

virtual volume IDs of source volume and destination volume of remote copy,



virtual mirror ID, remote copy group IDs, and pair storage information. Only

virtual volume is notified because the user recognizes virtual volume. The

program creates regular remote copy pair in step S201-S209.

[0084] The program obtains the internal volume ID of the source

volume from the notified virtual volume ID of the source volume (S201 ) . The

program checks the condition(s) for regular pair creation (S202) and specifies

regular pair creation to the storage(R) (S203). The notified virtual volume ID

of destination volume, notified mirror ID, obtained internal volume ID of source

volume, and remote copy group IDs are sent to the storage(R). If the

condition is not satisfied at step S202, error is reported to the user.

[0085] The remote copy pair creation program that is executed in the

storage(R) receives the pair creation command from the storage(P) (S204)

and obtains the internal volume ID of destination volume from the notified

virtual volume ID of destination volume of remote copy (S205). After that, the

program checks the condition(s) for regular pair creation (S206). Then, the

program updates the remote copy pair table and remote copy group table

except for the virtual mirror ID field (S207) and sends the completion message

to the storage(P) with the internal volume ID obtained at step S205 (S208). If

the condition is not satisfied, error is reported to the storage(P). For the pair

storage, pair VOL ID, and mirror ID in the remote copy pair table, notified

information from the storage(P) is used. VOL ID is obtained at step S205.

"Target" is stored in the copy attribute and "COPY" is stored in the pair status.

For the remote copy group ID in the remote copy group table, the notified

information from the storage(P) is used. The sequence number area is

initialized with "0".



[0086] The remote copy pair creation program that is executed in the

storage(P) and receives the completion message updates the remote copy

pair table and remote copy group table in the storage(P) except for the virtual

mirror ID (S209). If error is reported from the storage (R), the error is reported

to the user. For the pair storage and mirror ID in the remote copy pair table,

the notified information from the server is used. For the VOL ID, the VOL ID

obtained at step S201 is used. For the pair VOL ID, internal volume ID which

is notified from the storage(R) at step S209 is used. "Source" is stored in the

copy attribute and "COPY" is stored in the pair status. For the remote copy

group ID in the remote copy group table, the notified information from the

server is used. The sequence number area is initialized with "0". Then, the

program executes the step in order to create the standby remote copy pair.

The program checks whether specified the source volume of remote copy

consists of HA pair or not (S210). If the result is "no", the program proceeds

to step S216 and sends the completion message to the server. If the result is

"yes", the program specifies standby pair creation to the storage(L). This

command includes the internal volume ID of target volume of remote copy

and the notified virtual volume ID of source volume, notified mirror ID, and

remote copy group IDs.

[0087] The remote copy pair creation program that is executed in the

storage(L) receives the specification from the storage(P) and obtains the

internal volume ID of source volume from the notified virtual volume ID of

source volume of remote copy (S212). Then, the program executes the

processing to create the standby remote copy pair (S213). The steps



involved in S21 3 are the same as steps S 100-S1 11 in FIG. 13. After that, the

program sends the completion message to the storage(P) (S214).

[0088] The remote copy pair creation program that is executed in the

storage(P) and receives the completion message from step S214 in the

standby pair creation program and checks whether the standby pair is created

successfully or not (S215). If the result is "yes", the program sends the

completion message to the user (S216). If the result is "no", the program

deletes the regular pair created in steps S201-S209 from the remote copy pair

table and remote copy group table (S21 7). The deletion is notified to the

storage(R) and executed in the storage(R). Finally, the program reports the

error message to the server (S21 8).

[0089] In this example, when the creation of standby remote copy pair

fails, the regular remote copy pair is not created. However, the method which

completes creation of only regular remote copy pair can be considered. It is

assumed to assign the same remote copy group ID which is specified from

the user in the storage(P) and storage(L). However, different remote copy

group ID can be used in the storage(P) and storage(L) by using same

technique as virtual volume ID.

[0090] The storage(R) has virtual volume ID in example mentioned

above. However, the storage(R) does not constitute HA configuration. It is not

necessary to achieve this invention. Internal VOL ID can be used in the pair

creation method. The virtual volume ID in the storage(R) can be same as

internal ID in the storage(R).

[0091] In FIG. 15 (the HA pair is created after the remote copy pair

creation), the HA pair creation program in storage(P) receives HA pair



creation command (S300). The program creates the HA pair in step S301-

S307 and S316. This command includes the internal volume IDs of source

volume and destination volume of HA pair, mirror ID for HA pair, HA group

IDs, and pair storage information. The program checks the condition(s) for

HA pair creation (S301). If the condition is not satisfied, error is reported to

the user. If the condition is satisfied, the program checks whether the remote

copy is applied to the source volume of HA or not (S302). If the result is "no",

the program skips step S303 and proceeds to step S304. If the result is "yes",

the program obtains remote copy pair information (S303). After that, the

program specifies HA pair creation to the storage(L) (S304). With this

specification, the internal volume ID of HA source volume and destination

volume, internal volume ID of remote copy destination volume, remote copy

group IDs, mirror ID of remote copy, mirror ID of HA, result of step S302, and

virtual volume ID of HA source volume are sent to the storage(L). The

internal volume ID of remote copy destination volume, remote copy group IDs,

and mirror ID of remote copy are obtained at step S303. The virtual volume

ID of HA source volume is obtained by accessing the volume table (see FIG.

7)·

[0092] The HA pair creation program executed in the storage(L)

receives the pair creation command from the storage(P) (S305), checks the

condition(s) for HA pair creation (S306), and updates the HA pair table, HA

group table, and volume table (S307). The notified virtual volume ID and

internal volume ID of HA destination volume are added to the volume table.

Then, the program checks whether the remote copy is applied to the source

volume of HA or not (S308). If the result is "no", the program proceeds to step



S313 and sends the completion message to the storage(P) (S313). If the

result is "yes", the program calls the standby pair creation program (S309).

The standby pair creation program executes the processing to create the

standby remote copy pair (S31 0). The steps for S310 are the same as step

S100-S1 11 in FIG. 13. The received internal volume IDs of remote copy

source and destination, remote copy group IDs, and mirror ID of remote copy

are notified to the standby pair creation program. After completion of the

standby pair creation program (S31 1), the HA pair creation program checks

whether the standby pair is created successfully or not (S312). If the result is

"yes", the program sends the completion message to the storage(P) (S313).

If the result is "no", the program deletes the HA pair and reports the error

(S314).

[0093] The HA pair creation program that is executed in the storage(P)

and receives the completion message from the storage(L) checks whether the

HA pair is created successfully or not (S315). If the result is "yes", the

program updates the HA pair table (S316) and sends the completion message

to the user (S317). If the result is "no", the program reports error to the user

(S318).

[0094] In this example, when the creation of standby remote copy pair

fails, the HA pair is not created. However, the method which completes only

the HA pair can be considered. The standby remote copy pair creation is

automated by using the method mentioned above. The user does not need to

recognize the standby remote copy pair in the remote copy pair creation.

Then, the method for which the user does not need to recognize the standby

remote copy pair in the pair operation is described. To realize this, the



storage detects the regular remote copy pair and executes the operation to

the detected remote copy pair. When the storage having the standby pair

receives the operation, the operation command transfer may be needed.

[0095] FIG. 6 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the pair operation program which is executed in the primary

storage(P) or local storage(L). The pair operation program receives a pair

operation command, such as pair status display, pair suspend, or the like

(S400). Then, the program checks whether the remote copy pair is regular

pair (S401). If the result is "yes", the program executes the command in the

storage receiving the pair operation command at step S402 and sends the

completion message to the requester (S41 1). In this case, because the

storage which receives the command has the regular remote copy pair, the

storage executes the pair operation command itself. If the result is "no", the

program checks whether the HA pair status is mirror (S403). If the result is

"yes", the program transfers the pair operation command to the pair storage of

HA (S405), because the pair storage of HA has the regular remote copy pair.

Next, the pair storage of HA executes the pair operation program. The

program receives the command and executes it (S408) and reports the result

to the other storage (S409). The pair operation program of that storage

receives the result from the pair storage of HA (S410) and sends the

completion message to the server (S41 1) .

[0096] If the result of step S403 is "no", the program checks whether

the valid flag of HA volume is valid (S404). If the result is "no", the program

proceeds to step S405 and then S408-S41 1, because the volume of HA in the

storage which received the pair operation command is not the newest. When



the HA pair is suspended, the IO request is continued in the volume with valid

status. Thus, the volume with the valid status has newest data. If the result

of step S404 is "yes", the program proceeds to step S406. The volume

having standby remote copy pair status and valid status of HA is in the

transient state just before execution of the automated resync processing

explained later. After execution of the resync processing, the regular pair and

standby pair will be exchanged. If the pair operation command is pair status

display, the command can be executed by transferring the pair storage of HA,

because the pair status display does not change the remote copy pair status.

[0097] The pair suspend and pair delete command, however, changes

the pair status. The changing the pair status may affect the automated resync

processing which will be automatically executed. Thus, the pair suspend and

pair delete command should wait for the status change or should be rejected.

If the result of step S406 is "yes", the program proceeds to step S405 and

transfers the command, as described above. If the result of step S406 is "no",

the program rejects the command or waits for the status change (S407). After

status change, the program goes back to step S401 and executes the steps.

[0098] FIG. 17 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the pair operation program which is executed in the storage(R).

The storage(R) has information of both the regular pair and the standby pair.

The pair operation program which is executed in the storage(R) receives the

pair operation command (S500). Then, the program obtains the remote copy

pair information from the remote copy pair table (S501) and detects the

regular pair by checking the pair status information (S502). After that, the

program executes the pair operation command to the detected regular pair



(S503). The user does not need to recognize the standby remote copy pair in

the remote copy pair operation.

[0099] In the active-active configuration, 10 from the server is not

rejected after the storage(P) failure. The 10 is processed in the storage(L).

Thus, the standby remote copy pair should be a regular pair. Since the server

cannot recognize the storage(P) failure, the storage has to change the remote

copy pair after failure. The changing process from standby remote copy to

regular remote copy is called resync processing between the storage(L) and

storage(R). The methods in each failure case are described herein below.

[0100] B. Failure Cases

[0101] B(1 . Storaae(P) Failure

[0102] In this case, the storage(L) notices the storage(P) failure

because the storage(L) cannot communicate with the storage(P). Then, the

storage(L) checks whether the storage(L) can continue the IO request from

the server. These processing are described in Fig. 18. After that, the

storage(L) changes the remote copy pair status between storage(L) and

storage(R) from standby to regular. This is described in Fig. 19.

[0103] FIG. 18 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the failure suspend program executed in the storage(L). First, the

failure suspend program detects the communication failure with the

storage(P) (S600). Then, the program accesses the quorum disk and

declares to be valid (S601) and waits for a predetermined period (S602).

After that, the program checks whether the storage(P) accessed the quorum

disk or not (S603). If the storage(P) has not accessed the quorum disk, the

program decides that the storage(P) has failed. Thus, the program decides



that the storage(P) becomes invalid and the storage(L) becomes valid status

(S604). Then, the program suspends the HA pair and changes the valid flag

in the storage(L) to valid (S605). The program starts rejecting write from the

storage(P) (S606) and sets the sequence number assigned to the new 10

request issued to the storage(L) (S607). If the path from the storage(L) to the

storage(P) and the path from the storage(P) to the quorum disk have failed,

the storage(P) can continue the processing. Therefore, step S606 is needed

before step S607. Finally, the program terminates the processing.

[0104] If the result of step S603 is "yes", the program checks whether

the storage(P) decides it is invalid or not (S609). If the result is "yes", it

means that the storage(P) accesses the quorum disk and declares to be

invalid. The program declares that the storage(L) becomes valid status to the

quorum disk (S610). After that, the program proceeds to step S605 which has

already been described. If the result of step S609 is "no", it means that the

storage(P) accesses the quorum disk and declares to be valid. Then, the

program accesses the quorum disk and decides to be invalid (S612). The

program suspends the HA pair and changes the valid flag in the storage(L) to

invalid (S613). Finally, the program terminates the processing. In the case

mentioned above, when both of the storage(P) and storage(L) declare to be

valid, the storage(L) becomes the invalid and the storage(P) becomes valid.

However, some other information can be used for making the decision.

[0105] FIG. 19 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the source resync program which is executed in the storage(L).

First, the source resync program receives the resync request or detects that

HA pair is suspended and the pair of LVOL is changed to Suspend(v) (S900).



The suspension of the HA pair is detected after the processing of the failure

suspend program as shown in FIG. 18. Then, the program specifies

execution of resync to the storage(R) (S901) and waits for the completion

from the storage(R) (S902). The target resync program will be executed in

the storage(R).

[01 06] FIG. 20 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the target resync program which is executed in the storage(R).

First, the target resync program receives the resync command from the

storage(L) (S1000) and checks the pair status of the regular pair (i.e.,

between PVOL and RVOL pair) (S1001). Then, the program changes the pair

status of the regular pair to standby status (S1 002) and specifies the pair

status change to the storage(P) (S1003). The storage(P) which receives the

specification changes the status in the storage(P). The explanation of the

processing is omitted in the figure. After that, the program in the storage(R)

checks for the possibility of delta resync (S1004). The delta resync

processing is a resynchronization processing by using differential data

between the storage(L) and storage(R). If the delta resync processing cannot

be executed, all data stored in the volume in the storage(L) will be transferred

to the volume in the storage(R). For example, the maximum sequence

number of the journals written to the volume in the storage(R) is smaller than

the minimum sequence number of the journals which are stored in the journal

volume in the storage(L). This is a one of the conditions. Then, the program

changes the pair status of the remote copy pair between the storage(L) and

the storage(R) (i.e., between LVOL and RVOL) (S1005). This means that the

remote copy pair between the storage(L) and the storage(R) takes over the



pair status of remote copy pair between the storage(P) and the storage (R).

Next, the program checks the pair status (S1006). If the pair status is PAIR or

COPY, the program starts journal transfer processing from the storage(L) to

the storage(R) (S1007), reports the possibility of delta resync and the pair

status of the regular pair (S1008), and terminates the processing (S1009). If

the pair status is not PAIR or COPY, the program skips step S1007, reports

the possibility of delta resync and the pair status of the regular pair (S1008),

and terminates the processing (S1009).

[0107] Returning to the process of FIG. 19, the program which receives

the completion from the storage(R) (S903) checks whether delta resync

processing can be executed or not (S904). If the result is "yes", the program

checks whether the reported pair status is PAIR or COPY (S905). If the

reported pair status is PAIR or COPY, the program changes the pair status of

the remote copy pair between the storage(L) and storage(R) to the reported

pair status and starts transferring the journal from the storage(L) to storage(R)

(S906). Finally the program terminates the processing (S907). If the result of

step S904 is "no", it means delta resync cannot be executed. The program

changes the pair status of remote copy pair between storage(L) and

storage(R) to SUSPEND(E) (S908) and changes all bits of differentiated

bitmap of the remote copy to ON (S909). SUSPEND(E) means suspend

status caused by error. By setting all bits of the differentiated bitmap to ON,

all the data in the volume in the storage(L) will be copied when the resync is

executed by the user.

[01 08] If the reported pair status is SUSPEND in step S905, the

program records the write addresses of journals stored in the journal volume



in the storage(L) (S910) and changes the pair status of remote copy pair

between the storage(L) and storage(R) to SUSPEND (S91 1). Then, the

program starts recording the write addresses for new write request from the

server (S912). Finally, the program terminates the processing (S907)

[0109] B(2 . Volume in storaae(P) failure or path between storaqe(P)

and storaae(R) failure

[01 10] In this case, the storage(P) notices the volume failure in the

storage(P) or path failure between the storage(P) and storage(R), and notifies

it to the storage(L). The storage(L) takes over the source processing of

remote copy.

[0111] FIG. 2 1 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the failure detection program in the storage(P) and the storage(L).

The failure detection program which is executed in the storage(P) detects the

failure of PVOL or path between the storage(P) and storage(R) (S700). The

program notifies the failure information to the storage(L) (S701) and then

terminates the processing (S702). The storage(L) which receives the

notification from the storage(P) executes the failure detection program. After

receiving the failure notification (S703), the program executes the HA

suspend program (see FIG. 22) (S704) and terminates the processing (S705).

[0112] FIG. 22 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the HA suspend program. The HA suspend program executed in

the storage(L) receives the suspend request from another program or user

(e.g., step S704 in FIG. 21) (S800). The program stops processing new IO

request from the server to the storage(L) (S801). In particular, the program

changes the IO pending flag to ON. The IO program checks the flag before



starting the processing, as described later. In this invention, the storage has

10 pending flag for the HA group. The method in which the storage has the

flag or each pair has the flag can be considered. To take over the source

processing of remote copy, the storage(L) has to take over the sequence

number from the storage(P). In order to take over the sequence number

consistently, the 10 request needs to be suspended while taking over the

sequence number. Then, the program directs completion of the 10 request

which remains in the storage(P) (S802), because the storage(P) is receiving

the new 10 request from the server.

[0113] The HA suspend program which is executed in the storage(P)

stops processing new I0 request to the storage(P) (S803). In particular, the

program changes the I0 pending flag to ON in the storage(P). Then, the

program waits for the completion of I0 request which remains in the

storage(P) (S804). The program monitors and detects the pair which does

not have I0 request which remains (S805). After the detection, the program

changes the HA pair status to the SUSPEND and valid flag in HA pair table to

invalid (S806). In this case, the volume in the storage(L) will continue with I0

request. Thus, invalidity of the volume in the storage(P) can be decided at

step S806. The program notifies the pair status change to change the

information in the HA pair table in the storage(L). At step S807, the HA

suspend program in the storage(L) changes the HA pair status to SUSPEND

and the valid flag in HA pair table to valid (S807). The program notifies the

storage(P) of the completion of the pair status change (S808).

[01 14] The HA suspend program in the storage(P) which receives the

notification from step S808 checks whether all pairs in the HA groups are



suspended (S809). If all pairs are not suspended, the program goes back to

step S804. If all pairs are suspended, the program obtains the sequence

number from the remote copy group table and notifies it to the storage(L)

(S810). The program in the storage(L) sets the sequence number to the

remote copy group table (S812). Finally, the storage(P) and storage(L)

resume processing new IO request (S81 1 andS814). In particular, the

program changes the IO pending flag to OFF. IO processing is described

later.

[01 15] After suspension of the HA pair, the source resync program

detects the suspension and resync the remote copy pair between the

storage(L) and storage(R). Finally, the IO request from the server is

processed in the storage(L) and remote copy processing is continued

between the storage(L) and storage(R).

[01 16] FIG. 23 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the write program checking the IO pending flag which is set by the

HA suspend program. The write program receives the write request from the

server (S1 100) and checks whether the IO pending flag is ON (S1 102). If

the IO pending flag is ON, the program does not proceeds to the next step

and executes step S 1102 again after a predetermined period. The program

will release the processor resource. If the IO pending flag is OFF, the

program checks whether the HA status is SUSPEND (S1 103). If the HA

status is PAIR or COPY, the program calls the mirror program (S1 113) (see

FIG. 24). If the HA status is SUSPEND, the program checks whether the HA

valid flag is invalid (S1 104). If the HA valid flag is invalid, the program

proceeds to step S 1111 and sends the error notification to the server (S1 111).



The method in which the program transfers the write request to the pair

volume of HA can be considered. In that case, the write request is executed

in the pair volume whose valid flag may be valid. After execution, the

program sends the completion to the server.

[0117] Otherwise, if the HA status valid flag is valid, the program

executes the write request to the target volume (S1 105) and records the write

address in the differential bitmap of the HA pair (S1 106), because the HA is

suspended and the pair may be resynchronized by using the bitmap

information. Then, the write program checks the remote copy pair status

(S1 107). If the remote copy pair status is SUSPEND, the program records

the write address in the differential bitmap of remote copy (S1 110) and sends

the completion message to the server (S1 112). The bitmap is used to

resynchronize the remote copy pair. If the pair status is PAIR or COPY, the

program obtains the sequence number and increments it (S1 108). Then, the

program creates the journal and stores it to the journal volume (S1 109) and

sends the completion message to the server (S1 112). The journal has journal

data to be transferred to the storage(R) for data replication. The journal

volume is a volume to store the journal data temporarily. After storing the write

data to the volume in the storage(R), the journal is deleted from the journal

volume. When the HA pair status is PAIR, the mirror program is called from

the write program.

[01 18] FIG. 24 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the mirror program. First, the mirror program checks the copy

attribute of the HA pair (S1200). If the copy attribute is source (i.e., IO target

is the source of the HA pair), the program executes the write to the source



volume of the HA pair (S1 201 ) and executes the same steps as S 107-S1 10

in FIG. 23 (S1202). These steps check the remote copy pair status and

execute the journal creation process or bitmap recoding according to the pair

status. Then, the program issues the write to the target volume of HA pair in

the storage(L) (S1203). If the journal is created in step S1202, the assigned

sequence number is included in the write command to the storage(L).

[0119] In the storage(L), the mirror program is executed. The program

executes the write to the target volume of the HA pair (S1204). Then, the

program checks whether the journal was created in step S 1203 (S1205). If

the journal was created, the mirror program creates the journal with the

specified sequence number from the storage(P) and stores it to the journal

volume in the storage(L) (S1207). If the journal was not created, the mirror

program records the write address in the differential bitmap of remote copy in

the storage(L) (S1206). After step S1206 or S1207, the program sends the

completion message to the storage(P) (S1208). The mirror program in the

storage(P) receives the completion message from the storage(L) and sends

the completion message to the server (S1209).

[01 20] If the copy attribute is target (i.e., IO target is the target of the

HA pair) in step S1200, the program issues the write to the source volume of

HA pair in the storage(L) (S1210). In the storage(L), the mirror program is

executed. The program executes the same steps as S1201 and S1202

(S121 1). These steps check the remote copy pair status and execute the

journal creation process or bitmap recoding according to the pair status. After

that, the program sends the completion message to the storage(P) with the

obtained sequence number (S1212). The mirror program which receives the



completion message from the storage(L) executes the write to the target

volume of HA pair (S121 3). Then, the program checks whether the journal

was created in step S 1 1 1 (S1214). If the journal was created, the mirror

program creates the journal with the specified sequence number from the

storage(L) and stores it to the journal volume in the storage(P) (S1216). If the

journal was not created, the mirror program records the write address in the

differential bitmap of remote copy in the storage(P) (S1215). After step S1215

or S1216, the program sends the completion message to the server (S1217).

[0121] B(3). Path between storaqe(P) and storage(R) failure (second

method)

[0122] With the method mentioned above, the HA pair is suspended

when path failure occurs. Another method to take over the remote copy

processing without HA pair suspension is described here. Failure detection

program, write program, mirror program are changed for this second method.

[0123] FIG. 25 shows a flow diagram illustrating another example of the

process of the failure detection program which is executed in the storage(L).

It is called failure detection program (2). Steps S1400 and S1401 are new

steps as compared to FIG. 2 1. After receiving the failure notification from the

storage(P) (S703), the failure detection program (2) checks whether it is

failure of HA volume in the storage(P) (S1400). If the result is "yes", the steps

described in FIG. 22 for the HA suspend program is executed (S704). If the

result is "no", the failure detection program (2) calls the source resync

program (S1401) and terminates the processing (S705). The source resync

program described in FIG. 19 is called from step S1401 . After the execution

of the resync program, the HA pair is not changed, the sequence number of



the remote copy is assigned in the storage(P), and the remote copy pair

between the storage(L) and storage(R) is the regular pair. This is a new

configuration. Therefore, the write request processing is changed (see FIG.

26).

[0124] FIG. 26 shows a flow diagram illustrating another example of the

process of the write program. It is called write program (2). Steps S1500-

S1504 are new steps as compared to FIG. 23. After detecting the PAIR

status of HA pair (S1 02), the write program checks the copy attribute of the

HA pair (S1501). If the status of the HA pair is SUSPEND, the program

executes the same processing as steps S 1104-S1 111 of FIG. 23 (S1500),

because the sequence number in the storage(P) is taken over to the

storage(L) by the HA suspend processing. If the copy attribute is source, the

write program calls mirror program (2) which is mirror program for this

configuration (S1503). The program is to replicate the data when the IO

request is issued to the source volume of HA pair. If the copy attribute is

target, the write program calls mirror program (3) which is mirror program for

this configuration (S1502). The program is to replicate the data when the IO

request is issued to the target volume of HA pair. The mirror programs (2)

and (3) are illustrated in FIGS. 27 and 28, respectively.

[0125] FIG. 27 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the mirror program (2). First, the program executes the write to the

source volume of HA pair (S1600). Then, the program obtains the sequence

number and increments it (S1601). Next, the program issues the write to the

target of the HA pair with the obtained sequence number (S1602). Since the



source volume of the remote copy is in the storage(L), the program does not

create the journal at the timing.

[0126] The mirror program (2) is executed in the storage(L) which

receives the write from step S 1602. The program executes the write to the

target volume of the HA pair (S1603). Then, the program checks the remote

copy pair status (S1604). If the pair status is SUSPEND, the program records

the write address in the differential bitmap of the remote copy in the

storage(L) (S1607). If the pair status is PAIR or COPY, the program creates

the journal with the notified sequence number and stores it to the journal

volume in the storage(L) (S1605). After execution of S1605 and S1607, the

program sends the completion message to the storage(L) (S1608).

[0127] The program which receives the completion message from the

storage(L) checks whether the journal is created in the storage(L) (S1 609). If

the journal is not created in the storage(L), the program records the write

address in the differential bitmap of the remote copy (S161 1). If the journal is

created in the storage(P), the program creates the journal with the sequence

number assigned at step S1601 and stores it to the journal volume in the

storage(P) (S1612). After step S161 1 or S1612, the program sends the

completion message to the server (S1613).

[0128] FIG. 28 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the mirror program (3). First, the program obtains the pair status of

remote copy (S1700) and issues the write request to the source volume of the

HA pair (S1701). The write request includes the obtained pair status. For this

discussion, it is assumed that steps S1700 and S1701 of the mirror program

(3) are executed in the storage(L).



[0129] The mirror program (3) is executed in the storage(P) which

receives the write from step S 1701 . The program executes the write to the

source volume of the HA pair (S1702). Next, the program checks the remote

copy pair status (S1703). If the pair status is SUSPEND, the program records

the write address in the differential bitmap of the remote copy in the

storage(P) (S1707). If the pair status is PAIR or COPY, the program obtains

the sequence number and increments it (S1704). Then, the program creates

the journal and stores it to the journal volume in the storage(P) (S1705). After

execution of S1705 or S1707, the program sends the completion message to

the storage(L) (S1706). The completion message includes the sequence

number obtained at step S 1704.

[0130] The program which receives the completion message from the

storage(P) executes the write to the target volume of the HA pair (S1708).

Next, the program checks whether the journal is created in the storage(P)

(S1 709). If the journal is created in the storage(P), the program creates the

journal with the sequence number notified from the storage(P) (S1 7 11) . If the

journal is not created in the storage(P), the program records the write address

in the differential bitmap of remote copy (S1 7 10). After step S1710 or S171 ,

the program sends the completion message to the server (S1712).

[0131] B(4 Path between storaae(P) and storaae(R) failure (third

method)

[01 32] Two methods which take over the remote copy pair are

described above for path failure between the storage(P) and storage(R). The

first method suspends HA pair and takes over the sequence number to the

storage(L) (see FIG. 21). The second method does not suspend HA pair and



does not take over the sequence number (see FIG. 25). The third method

which does not suspend HA pair and takes over the sequence number to the

storage(L) is described here. The resync program and write program are

changed for the third method.

[0133] FIG. 29 shows a flow diagram illustrating another example of the

process of the source resync program. This is called the source resync

program (2). Resync methods take over the sequence number. First, the

source resync program (2) is executed in the storage(L) and receives

notification of the path failure between storage(P) and storage(R) from step

S1401 in FIG. 25. Next, the program stops processing new IO request from

the server to the storage(L) (S1801). In particular, the program changes the

IO pending flag to ON. During stopping the IO request, the program requests

the taking over of the sequence number to the storage(P) (S1802).

[0134] The storage(P) which receives the request executes the

sequence number program. The sequence number program also stops

processing new IO request to the storage(L) (S1803). Then, the program

waits for the completion of IO request which remains in the storage(P) (this

step is same as S804). After the completion of IO request, the program

obtains the sequence number and notifies it to the storage(P) (S1804). After

that, the storage(P) resumes processing new IO request to the storage(P).

New IO request is processed by the method described in FIG. 30 or 3 1 .

[0135] The source resync program receives the sequence number and

starts rejecting the write transfer from the storage(P) which has the sequence

number higher than the notified sequence number (S1806). Then, the

program stores the notified sequence number to the remote copy group table



in the storage(P). The stored sequence number is assigned to the new 0

request from the server. After that, the program resumes processing new 10

request (S1 808) and executes the resync of the standby remote copy pair

(S1809). Steps S901-S909 of FIG. 19 are executed in step S1809.

[0136] FIG. 30 shows a flow diagram illustrating another example of the

process of the mirror program. It is called the mirror program (4), which is

executed instead of the mirror program (2) in step S1503 of FIG. 26. First, the

mirror program (4) executes the write to the source volume of the HA pair

(S1900). Then, the program issues the write request to the target volume of

HA pair (S1901). For this discussion, it is assumed that steps S1900 and

S1901 of the mirror program (4) are executed in the storage(P).

[0137] The storage(L) which has the target volume of the HA pair

receives the write request and executes the mirror program (4). The mirror

program (4) executes the write to the target volume of the HA pair (S1902).

Then, the program checks the remote copy pair status (S1 903). If the pair

status is SUSPEND, the program records the write address in the differential

bitmap of remote copy (S1906). If the pair status is PAIR or COPY, the

program obtains the sequence number and increments it (S1904). Then, the

program creates the journal and stores it to the journal volume in the

storage(L) (S1905). After execution of step S1905 or S1906, the program

sends the completion message to the storage(P) (S1907). This completion

message includes the sequence number obtained at step S1904.

[0138] The mirror program (4) which receives the completion message

checks whether journal is created in the storage(L) (S1 908). If the journal is

created in the storage(L), the program creates the journal with the sequence



number notified from the storage(L) (S1909). If the journal is not created in

the storage(L), the program records the write address in the differential bitmap

of remote copy (S1910). After step S1909 or S1910, the program sends the

completion message to the server (S1 9 1 1).

[0139] FIG. 3 1 shows a flow diagram illustrating another example of the

process of the mirror program. It is called the mirror program (5), which is

executed instead of the mirror program (3) in step S1502 of FIG. 26. First, the

program obtains the pair status of remote copy (S2000) and checks the

remote copy pair status (S2001 ) . If the pair status is PAIR or COPY, the

program obtains the sequence number and increments it (S2002). After that,

the program issues the write request to the source volume of the HA pair,

including the sequence number (S2003). If the pair status is SUSPEND in

step S2001 , the program skips step S2002 and proceeds to step S2003. In

this case, the write request does not include the sequence number. For this

discussion, it is assumed that steps S2000-S2003 of the mirror program (5)

are executed in the storage(L).

[0140] The mirror program (5) is executed in the storage(P) which

receives the write request from step S2003. The program executes the write

to the source volume of the HA pair (S2004). Next, the program checks the

remote copy pair status (S2005). If the pair status is SUSPEND, the program

records the write address in the differential bitmap of the remote copy in the

storage(P) (S2006). If the pair status is PAIR or COPY, the program creates

the journal with the notified sequence number and stores it to the journal

volume in the storage(P) (S2007). After execution of S2006 or S2007, the

program sends the completion message to the storage(L) (S2008).



[0141] The program which receives the completion message from the

storage(P) executes the write to the target volume of the HA pair (S2009).

Next, the program checks whether the journal is created in the storage(P)

(S2010). If the journal is created in the storage(P), the program creates the

journal with the sequence number obtained at step S2002 (S201 1). If the

journal is not created in the storage(P), the program records the write address

in the differential bitmap of remote copy (S2012). After step S201 1 or S2012,

the program sends the completion message to the server (S2013).

[0142] C. Pair Status Change to Reflect Takeover by Standby Remote

Copy Pair

[0143] In the method mentioned above, if the pair display command is

issued after regular remote copy pair failure, SUSPEND(E) is reported to the

server as the remote copy pair status. However, if the standby remote copy

pair can take over the remote copy processing, PAIR status should be

reported to the server as the remote copy pair status.

[0144] FIG. 32 illustrates the state just after the regular remote copy

pair status is changed to SUSPEND(E) by the failure. With the configuration

on the left side of FIG. 32, the storage(L) receives the command from the

server. The pair operation program described in FIG. 16 proceeds to step

S408 to execute the command and reports the SUSPEND(E) as the regular

remote copy pair status in step S409. The case where the HA pair is

suspended by failure after remote copy pair failure is the same as the status

mentioned above. With that case, the program proceeds to step S408 via

S406. With the configuration on the right side of FIG. 32, the storage(P)

receives the command from the server. The pair operation program



described in FIG.1 6 proceeds to step S402 and reports the SUSPEND(E) as

the regular remote copy pair status.

[0145] FIG. 33 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of the pair status change program in order to report PAIR status to

the server. The processing is added to just after step S408 and S402 of FIG.

6. This program is stored in the storage program 208 in the storage system

(see FIG. 4). First, the program checks whether the command from the

server is pair display or not (S2100). If the result is "no", the program

proceeds to step S21 05. If the result is "yes", the program checks whether

the pair status obtained at step S402 or S408 is SUSPEND(E) or not (S2101).

If the result is no, the program proceeds to step S21 05. If the result is "yes",

the program obtains the pair status of standby pair (S2102). Then, the

program checks whether the standby pair can take over the remote copy or

not (S2103). For example, if the path between the storage(L) and storage(R)

has failed, the standby remote copy pair cannot take over the remote copy. If

the result is "no", the program proceeds to step S2105. If the result is yes, the

program changes the result obtained at step S402 or S408 from

SUSPEND(E) to PAIR status indicating takeover of the copying by the

standby remote copy pair (S21 04). Finally, the program terminates the

processing (S2105).

[0146] D. Management Server

[0147] The technologies mentioned above can be executed by a

management server. In the example of FIGS. 34 to 39, the management

server executes the numerous processes of the invention, such as mirror ID

virtualization, automated standby pair creation, and so on. For example,



instead of the server, the management server may issue the HA pair creation

command, the pair operation command, the resync request, and the like.

[0148] FIG. 34 illustrates another example of a hardware configuration

of a computer system in which the method and apparatus of the invention

may be applied. This computer system includes management servers 400a

and 400b. The management server 400a is connected to the storage(P) 200a

and storage(L) 200b. The management server 400b is connected to the

storage(R) 200c. The two management servers 400a and 400b are

connected to each other. In another embodiment, a one management server

configuration in which the management server 400a is connected to all three

storage can be considered.

[0149] FIG. 35 shows an example of a management server mirror ID

table. When the management server executes the mirror ID virtualization, the

management server manages the virtual mirror ID. Therefore, the storage

does not manage the virtual mirror ID. This table is stored in a control

information unit in the management server. This table manages virtual mirror

ID, P-R mirror ID, L-R mirror ID. The virtual mirror ID is a virtualized mirror ID.

The P-R mirror ID is a physical mirror ID of the remote copy pair between the

storage(P) and storage(R). The L-R mirror ID is a physical mirror ID of the

remote copy pair between the storage(L) and storage(R).

[0150] FIG. 36 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of a management server remote copy pair creation program which

creates the standby remote copy pair automatically when the remote copy

pair is created. This program is stored in a program unit in the management

server and executed by a processor in the management server. First, the



management server remote copy pair creation program issues a regular

remote copy pair creation command to the storage(P) (see, e.g., steps S200

to S209 of FIG. 14) after receiving user instruction (S2200). Then, the

program receives the response from the storage(P) and checks whether the

pair is created successfully or not (S2201). If the result is "no", the program

proceeds to step S2208 and reports the error to the user and terminates the

processing (S2208). If the result is "yes", the program checks whether the

source volume of the remote copy pair is a HA volume or not (S2202). If the

result is "no", the program proceeds to step S2206 and reports the completion

to the user and terminates the processing (S2206). If the result is "yes", the

program issues a standby remote copy pair creation command to the

storage(L) (S2203) (see, e.g., steps S 100 to S 10 of FIG. 13). Then, the

program receives the response from the storage(L) and checks whether the

pair is created successfully or not (S2204). If the result is "no", the program

issues a regular remote copy pair deletion command to the storage (P) and

progresses to step S2208. If the result is "yes", the program updates the

management server mirror ID table (S2205). After S2205, the program

reports the completion to the user and terminates the processing (S2206).

[0151] FIG. 37 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of a management server HA pair creation program which creates the

standby remote copy pair automatically when the HA pair is created. This

program is stored in the program unit in the management server and executed

by the processor in the management server. First, the management server

HA pair creation program issues a HA pair creation command to the

storage(P) or (L) after receiving user instruction (S2300). Then, the program



receives the response from the storage (see, e.g., steps S300 to S307 of FIG.

15) and checks whether the pair is created successfully or not (S2301 ) . If the

result is "no", the program proceeds to step S2308 and reports the error to the

user and terminates the processing (S2308). If the result is "yes", the

program checks whether the HA volume is a source volume of regular remote

copy pair or not (S2302). If the result is "no", the program proceeds to step

S2306 and reports the completion to the user and terminates the processing

(S2306). If the result is "yes", the program issues a standby remote copy pair

creation command to the storage which does not have source volume of

regular remote copy pair (S2303). If the storage(P) has s source volume of

regular remote copy pair, the command is issued to the storage(L) (see, e.g.,

steps S310 to S31 of FIG. 15). Then, the program receives the response

from the storage and checks whether the pair is created successfully or not

(S2304). If the result is "no", the program issues a HA pair deletion command

to the storage(P) or (L) (see, e.g., step S314 of FIG. 15) and proceeds to step

S2308. If the result is "yes", the program updates the management server

mirror ID table (S2305). After S2305, the program reports the completion to

the user and terminates the processing (S2306).

[0152] FIG. 38 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of a management server pair operation program which identifies the

storage having regular remote copy pair and issues the remote copy pair

operation command to the identified storage. This program is stored in

program unit in the management server and executed by processor in the

management server. First, the management server pair operation program

obtains mirror IDs of the regular remote copy pair and standby remote copy



pair (S2400). Then, the program obtains the pair status of the regular remote

copy pair and the pair status of the standby remote copy pair (S2401 ) . Next,

the program identifies which storage has the regular pair (S2402) and issues

the pair operation command to the identified storage (S2403). The above

steps can be contrasted with those of the pair operation program executed in

the storage systems in FIGS. 16 and 17. After that, the program receives the

response from the storage and executes the steps which are the same as

steps S2100 to S2105 of FIG. 33 (S2404). In FIG. 33, steps S2100 to S2105

are executed in the storage. However, step S21 00 to S21 05 are executed in

the management server in FIG. 38. Finally, the program terminates the

processing (S2405).

[0153] FIG. 39 shows a flow diagram illustrating an example of the

process of a monitor program which monitors storage status change and

issues HA pair suspend command or resync command for standby remote

copy pair. This program is stored in the program unit in the management

server and executed by the processor in the management server. The

process of FIG. 39 can be contrasted with the process of the failure detection

program shown in FIG. 2 1 or FIG. 25. First, the monitor program monitors

resources related to the regular remote copy pair (S2500). For example, the

resources include regular remote copy pair status, path status, volume failure,

storage failure, and so on. If the program detects the failure, the program

proceeds to step S2501 . If the program does not detect any failure, the

program keeps executing step S2500 periodically. At step S2501 , the

program checks whether the failure is PVOL failure or not. If the result is

"yes", the program issues a HA pair suspend command to the storage(L)



(S2502) (see, e.g., steps S704 to S705 of FIG. 2 1 or FIG. 25, calling the HA

suspend program of FIG. 22). If the result is "no", the program issues resync

of standby remote copy pair (S2503) (see, e.g., steps 1401 to S705 of FIG.

25, calling the source resync program of FIG. 19 or 29). After S2502 or

S2503, the program terminates the processing (S2503). In the storage, S704

(HA suspend program) and S1401 (source resync program) and subsequent

steps are executed after receiving the command from the management

server.

[0154] Of course, the system configurations illustrated in FIGS. 1, 2,

and 34 are purely exemplary of information systems in which the present

invention may be implemented, and the invention is not limited to a particular

hardware configuration. The computers and storage systems implementing

the invention can also have known IO devices (e.g., CD and DVD drives,

floppy disk drives, hard drives, etc.) which can store and read the modules,

programs and data structures used to implement the above-described

invention. These modules, programs and data structures can be encoded on

such computer-readable media. For example, the data structures of the

invention can be stored on computer-readable media independently of one or

more computer-readable media on which reside the programs used in the

invention. The components of the system can be interconnected by any form

or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a communication network.

Examples of communication networks include local area networks, wide area

networks, e.g., the Internet, wireless networks, storage area networks, and

the like.



[0155] In the description, numerous details are set forth for purposes of

explanation in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present

invention. However, it will be apparent to one skilled in the art that not all of

these specific details are required in order to practice the present invention. It

is also noted that the invention may be described as a process, which is

usually depicted as a flowchart, a flow diagram, a structure diagram, or a

block diagram. Although a flowchart may describe the operations as a

sequential process, many of the operations can be performed in parallel or

concurrently. In addition, the order of the operations may be re-arranged.

[0156] As is known in the art, the operations described above can be

performed by hardware, software, or some combination of software and

hardware. Various aspects of embodiments of the invention may be

implemented using circuits and logic devices (hardware), while other aspects

may be implemented using instructions stored on a machine-readable

medium (software), which if executed by a processor, would cause the

processor to perform a method to carry out embodiments of the invention.

Furthermore, some embodiments of the invention may be performed solely in

hardware, whereas other embodiments may be performed solely in software.

Moreover, the various functions described can be performed in a single unit,

or can be spread across a number of components in any number of ways.

When performed by software, the methods may be executed by a processor,

such as a general purpose computer, based on instructions stored on a

computer-readable medium. If desired, the instructions can be stored on the

medium in a compressed and/or encrypted format.



[0157] From the foregoing, it will be apparent that the invention

provides methods, apparatuses and programs stored on computer readable

media for virtualizing remote copy pair in three data center configuration.

Additionally, while specific embodiments have been illustrated and described

in this specification, those of ordinary skill in the art appreciate that any

arrangement that is calculated to achieve the same purpose may be

substituted for the specific embodiments disclosed. This disclosure is

intended to cover any and all adaptations or variations of the present

invention, and it is to be understood that the terms used in the following

claims should not be construed to limit the invention to the specific

embodiments disclosed in the specification. Rather, the scope of the

invention is to be determined entirely by the following claims, which are to be

construed in accordance with the established doctrines of claim interpretation,

along with the full range of equivalents to which such claims are entitled.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A computer system comprising:

a first storage system including a first storage device and a first

controller being configured to manage a first volume, whose storage area

corresponds to a storage area of the first storage device, with a first internal

volume identifier, and to provide the first volume with a given first virtual

volume identifier to a server; and

a second storage system including a second storage device and a

second controller being configured to manage a second volume, whose

storage area corresponds to a storage area of the second storage device,

with a second internal volume identifier, and to provide the second volume

with the given first virtual volume identifier to the server;

wherein the first storage system and the second storage system are

coupled to a third storage system including a third storage device and a third

controller being configured to manage a third volume whose storage area

corresponds to a storage area of the third storage device;

wherein the first controller in the first storage system is configured to

manage a first copy pair between the first volume and the third volume with a

first internal copy identifier, and to provide a first copy pair with a given virtual

copy pair identifier to the server; and

wherein the second controller in the second storage system is

configured to manage a second copy pair between the second volume and

the third volume with a second internal copy identifier, and to provide a

second copy pair with the given virtual copy pair identifier to the server.



2. The computer system according to claim 1,

wherein one of the first copy pair and the second copy pair is a regular

pair having an operation status, and the other of the first copy pair and the

second copy pair is a standby pair having a standby status;

wherein, in response to a write command to one of the first volume and

the second volume, data of the write command that is copied from the one of

the first volume and the second volume receiving the write command to the

other one of the first volume and the second volume; and

wherein data of the write command is copied to the third volume by the

regular pair.

3. The computer system according to claim 1,

wherein one of the first copy pair and the second copy pair is a regular

pair having an operation status, and the other of the first copy pair and the

second copy pair is a standby pair having a standby status; and

wherein the third controller is configured to create the standby pair

using the given virtual copy pair identifier, the given virtual copy pair identifier

being provided by the first internal copy identifier or the second internal copy

identifier of the regular pair or the given virtual copy pair identifier of the

regular pair.

4 . The computer system according to claim ,



wherein one of the first copy pair and the second copy pair is a regular

pair having an operation status, and the other of the first copy pair and the

second copy pair is a standby pair having a standby status; and

wherein, when copy operation of the regular pair is disenable, the

standby pair is resynchronized to resynchronize data of the standby pair.

5 . The computer system according to claim 4,

wherein, after the standby pair is resynchronized, the standby pair is

changed from the standby status to the operation status to take over the

operation status of the regular pair.

6. The computer system according to claim 4,

wherein the first volume and the second volume form a high availability

pair;

wherein the first copy pair is the regular pair and the second copy pair

is the standby pair; and

wherein, upon receipt of a notification of failure of resource relating to

the first copy pair from the first storage system, the second controller of the

second storage system is configured to suspend the high availability pair

between the first volume and the second volume, and then resynchronize the

standby pair.

7. The computer system according to claim 4 ,

wherein the first volume and the second volume form a high availability

pair;



wherein the first copy pair is the regular pair and the second copy pair

is the standby pair; and

wherein if the high availability pair of the first volume and the second

volume is suspended and the second controller of the second storage system

changes a high availability pair status of the second volume to suspend status

and makes the second volume being able to execute a request from a server,

the second controller of the second storage system is configured to

resynchronize the standby pair.

8. The computer system according to claim 4 ,

wherein the first volume and the second volume form a high availability

pair;

wherein the first copy pair is the regular pair and the second copy pair

is the standby pair; and

wherein, upon receipt of a notification of failure of resource relating to

the first copy pair from the first storage system, the second controller of the

second storage system is configured to suspend the high availability pair of

the first volume and the second volume, and obtains a sequence number

which is stored in the first storage system to ensure data consistency for

copying data to the third storage system, and resynchronize the standby copy

pair.

9. The computer system according to claim 4 ,

wherein the first volume and the second volume form a high availability

pair;



wherein the first copy pair is the regular pair and the second copy pair

is the standby pair; and

wherein, upon receipt of a notification of failure of resource relating to

the first copy pair from the first storage system, the second controller of the

second storage system obtains a sequence number which is stored in the first

storage system to ensure data consistency for copying data to the third

storage system, and resynchronize the standby copy pair.

10. The computer system according to claim 1,

wherein, in creating the first copy pair between the first volume and the

third volume, when the first volume and the second volume have formed a

high availability pair, the first copy pair is created as a regular pair having an

operation status and the second copy pair is created as a standby pair having

a standby status.

1 . The computer system according to claim 1,

wherein, in creating the first volume and the second volume as a high

availability pair, when the first volume and the third volume have formed the

first copy pair, the first copy pair is a regular pair having an operation status

and the second copy pair is created as a standby pair having a standby

status.

12. The computer system according to claim 1,

wherein, upon receiving a pair operation command by the first storage

system, the first controller is configured to:



execute the pair operation command for the first copy pair if the first

copy pair is a regular pair having an operation status; and

transfer the pair operation command to the second storage system to

be executed by the second controller for the second copy pair if the first copy

pair is a standby pair having a standby status.

13. The computer system according to claim 12,

wherein if the first copy pair is the regular pair having the operation

status, and if a copy pair status of the first copy pair is SUSPEND(E)

indicating suspension of copying between the first volume and the third

volume in the first copy pair, and if the second copy pair which is a standby

pair having a standby status can take over the copying to the third volume, the

a result of the pair operation command is changed as the copy pair status of

the first copy pair from SUSPEND(E) to PAIR indicating takeover of the

copying by the second copy pair; and

wherein if the first copy pair is the standby pair having the standby

status, and if a copy pair status of the second copy pair is SUSPEND(E)

indicating suspension of copying between the second volume and the third

volume in the second copy pair, and if the first copy pair can take over the

copying to the third volume, a result of the pair operation command is

changed as the copy pair status of the second copy pair from SUSPEND(E) to

PAIR indicating takeover of the copying by the first copy pair.



14. The computer system according to claim 7 , wherein the first controller

is configured, in response to a write request from the server to the first

storage system, to:

determine whether the first volume of the high availability pair has a

VALID status indicating the first volume of the high availability pair has newest

data as compared to the second volume, or an INVALID status;

if the first volume has an INVALID status, send an error message to the

server; and

if the first volume has a VALID status, execute the write request to the

first volume which is the target of the write request, record a write address of

executing the write request in a differential bitmap of the high availability pair,

and if a copy pair status of the first copy pair between the first volume and the

third volume is SUSPEND, then record in the first storage system the write

address in the differential bitmap of remote copy of data of the write request to

the third storage system, and if the copy pair status of the first copy pair is

PAIR or COPY, then obtain the sequence number which is stored in the first

storage system and increment the sequence number, and create a journal

and store the journal in a first journal volume of the first storage system.

15 . A method of managing a computer system which includes a first

storage system having a first storage device and a first controller for

managing a first volume, a second storage system having a second storage

device and a second controller for managing a second volume, and a third

storage system having a third storage device and a third controller, the

method comprising:



managing the first volume, whose storage area corresponds to a

storage area of the first storage device, with a first internal volume identifier,

and providing the first volume with a given first virtual volume identifier to a

server;

managing the second volume, whose storage area corresponds to a

storage area of the second storage device, with a second internal volume

identifier, and to provide the second volume with the given first virtual volume

identifier to the server;

managing the third volume whose storage area corresponds to a

storage area of the third storage device;

managing a first copy pair between the first volume and the third

volume with a first internal copy identifier, and providing a first copy pair with a

given virtual copy pair identifier to the server; and

managing a second copy pair between the second volume and the

third volume with a second internal copy identifier, and providing a second

copy pair with the given virtual copy pair identifier to the server.
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